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Four basic forces:Four basic forces:

•Electromagnetic force: 
electricity, radiowaves, light

•Weak force:
origin of radioactivity

•Strong force: 
origin of energy from sun, binds nuclei

•Gravitational force:
motion of planets, rockets,...

Gravity very weakvery weak– a small magnet can balance the 
effect of the ENTIRE Earth, NOT relevant in accelerators



Force between particles: exchange of force Force between particles: exchange of force 
carrying particlecarrying particle

For example: Electromagnetic forceFor example: Electromagnetic force
(Courtesy of Ahren Sadoff)



Electromagnetic InteractionsElectromagnetic Interactions

Electric force is described by
emission and absorption of 
photon – the force carrier of 
electromagnetism

““ Quantum Electrodynamics”Quantum Electrodynamics”

Feynman

QED = quantized version
of Maxwell's theory

•Basic principle: gauge invariance:
U(1) gauge theory
•Basic object: 4-vector potential 



One of Feynman’s One of Feynman’s 
groundbreaking papersgroundbreaking papers
(written at Cornell…)(written at Cornell…)



Weak InteractionsWeak Interactions

Just like electrodynamics, EXCEPT

•Mediating particle MASSIVE
•Mediating particle CHARGED

•Instead of photon, mediating
particles W and Z bosons
•Otherwise theory just like 
the previous one



The discovery of the ZThe discovery of the Z--particle at CERN particle at CERN 
in 1982in 1982

The first event... Champagne for the Nobel prize
Rubbia and van der Meer 1984

Glashow, Salam, Weinberg:
first worked out theorytheory



Strong InteractionsStrong Interactions
Just like electrodynamics, EXCEPT

•Fundamental particles quarks
•Emission of mediating particle
very high probability -- strong 
interaction...

•Instead of photon, mediating 
particle gluon (“glues” the quarks
into bound state protons, etc)
•Otherwise theory just like 
the previous one



QuarksQuarks

•Basic strongly interacting objects
•Never visible as free particles -- confined
•Form bound states, glued together

proton

Gell-Mann

Allows to make sense of the 100's of particles observed...



•Very counter intuitive result
•Interaction gets weaker at high energies
•Strong interaction NOT ALWAYS STRONG!
•At low energies interaction so strong, quarks and gluons confined
•At high energies interaction weak, usual Feynman calculus applicable                                                          

Gross PolitzerWilczek

Asymptotic freedom of strong interactionsAsymptotic freedom of strong interactions





The Standard Model of Particle PhysicsThe Standard Model of Particle Physics

LEPTONSLEPTONS
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Almost every aspect of SM verified in great detailAlmost every aspect of SM verified in great detail

Experiments:
•LEP, LEP2 (CERN)
•SLD (SLAC)
•Tevatron (Fermilab)

(From LEP EWWG)



However electroweak symmetry broken by HiggsHowever electroweak symmetry broken by Higgs

Gauge invariance forbids gauge boson masses

is NOT invariant under

•Similarly, all fermion masses forbidden by
gauge invariance
•Need to ASSUME Higgs sector breaks gauge symmetry
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•Entire space is filled with Higgs condensate
•Interaction with condensate slows down motion
•Effectively appears as if particles massive

Somewhat like aether theory, but relativistic (need scalar!)











But the only Higgs discovered so far ...But the only Higgs discovered so far ...



But the only Higgs discovered so far ...But the only Higgs discovered so far ...



The search for Higgs: LHC at CERNThe search for Higgs: LHC at CERN
European Center for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland

17 miles circumference (multi-billion dollars...)



The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
Over 6000 scientists, 500 Universities from 80 countries...



The Economist's cartoon of the LHC...



The Economist's cartoon of the LHC...

... and its price tag...



The Higgs search at the LHCThe Higgs search at the LHC





Experiments seem toindirectlyindirectly confirming existence
of light Higgs: Electroweak precision observablesElectroweak precision observables

Virtual Higgs loopsVirtual Higgs loops contribute
to observables. LEP precision:
~ 0.1 %0.1 % - sensitive to small
Higgs loop corrections… 



But: Higgs potential quite ad hoc in SMHiggs potential quite ad hoc in SM

Would expect that some form of dynamics is 
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking –
whatever it is, if it affects physics at 100 100 GeVGeV could 
not be extremely heavy. 

More precise and quantitative formulation of 
this problem: 



Hierarchy problemHierarchy problem

All elementary scalars expected to be ultra heavyultra heavy

Mass of Higgs not protected by symmetries (like fermion,
Gauge boson. 

Λ scale of validity (cutoff). Naively expected 



Hierarchy problem specific to elementary scalarsHierarchy problem specific to elementary scalars

•Fermions protected by chiral symmetry
•Spin 1 gauge bosons protected by gauge symmetry

•In the limit  mm→→00 a new symmetry appears
•Symmetry forbids mass generation ∆∆mm22 µµ mm22

•Small masses could be natural

Need to relate Higgs to fermion or gauge field:

•Fermion: supersymmetry
•Gauge field: gauge-higgs unification (little Higgs)



ResolutionResolution: cutoff scale must be low ΛΛ ~ 1 ~ 1 TeVTeV

New physics eliminating large corrections to Higgs mass
should appear in the range of the LHC!

The most popular such new physics:

SupersymmetrySupersymmetry

electron                  selectron
quark                      squark
gauge boson           gaugino
Higgs                      higgsino

Every SM particle        Every SM particle        SuperpartnerSuperpartner



Very well motivatedVery well motivated:

•Divergences cancelled by superpartners above TeV
•Biggest space-time symmetry possible
•Necessary ingredient for string theory to make sense
•Unification of gauge couplings
•Electroweak symmetry breaking due to top loops



Why are Why are superpartnerssuperpartners heavy?heavy?

(Isn’t it ridiculous that we claim that half the particles
have not been seen yet???)

NO!NO!

If SUSY spontaneouslyspontaneouslybroken:

•Spin 0 partners of spin ½ fermions (squarks, sleptons)
•Spin ½ partners of gauge bosons (gauginos)

Pick up mass proportional to SUSY breakingPick up mass proportional to SUSY breaking

Ordinary particles don’t feel SUSY breakingOrdinary particles don’t feel SUSY breaking



Consequences:Consequences:

•Superpartners have to be within reach of LHC
•There has to be a light Higgs
•Lightest superpartner stable

•Dark matter particle predicted
•Missing energy signal in colliders



However… this is exactlyexactlywhat we have been saying
12 years ago!

“Moreover, in the most natural scenarios, many sparticles,
for example charginos, squarks or gluinos lie within the 
physics reach of LEP II or the Tevatron”  

G. Anderson, D. Castano 1994

In usual limit:
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Little hierarchy problemLittle hierarchy problem

•The solution to the hierarchy problem would require new
physics at ~ 1 TeV scale 

From Barbieri
& Strumia

•There does notdoes notseem to be (generic) new physics at 1 TeV

Mesaurements from LEP1, LEP2, LEP1, LEP2, TevatronTevatron give indirect
constraints on new physics



Since supersymmetry in not as good shape as before,
search for new models of EWSB/solutions to hierarchy
problems

••Extra dimensional modelsExtra dimensional models
••Large Extra DimensionsLarge Extra Dimensions
••RandallRandall--SundrumSundrum
••HiggslessHiggslessmodelsmodels
••GaugeGauge--Higgs unificationHiggs unification

•Little Higgs models



Large extra dimensionsLarge extra dimensions
Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali

••TeVTeV scale is the fundamental scale  MM * * ~ ~ TeVTeV
•Gravity appears weak because it gets diluted by
large extra dimensions (while other interactions don’t)
•SM fields localized to “brane”
•Gravity propagates everywhere

Pictures from Scientific American



RandallRandall--SundrumSundrum ModelsModels

•Gravity weak, because we only feel tail of graviton
•Large curvature along extra dimension
•Graviton likes to live mostly at a point away from us
•Space-time “warped”

From Davoudiasl, Hewett, Rizzo



HiggslessHiggslessmodelsmodels

•If there were extra spatial dimensions:

Observed mass spectrum depends on boundary Observed mass spectrum depends on boundary 
conditionsconditions

Just like the modes of a
vibrating rod 

Can obtain massive fields without a Higgs scalarCan obtain massive fields without a Higgs scalar

Grojean, Terning, C.C.+
Murayama, Pilo, Cacciapaglia,…



A particular higgslesshiggsless
model based on extra 

dimensions:

• SU(2)xSU(2)xU(1) gauge symmetry
• Need AdS background to get correct GB
mass ratio

• Boundary conditions will follow symmetry
breaking structure of Standard Model



But: usual argument for guaranteed discovery of Higgs

Massive gauge bosons without scalar violate Massive gauge bosons without scalar violate unitarityunitarity : 

A = A (4) E 4

M 4
W

+ A (2) E 2

M 2
W

+ : : :

At energy scale  ¤ = 4¼M W =g » 1:6 TeV
scattering amplitudes violate violate unitarityunitarity

Higgs exchange must become important significantlysignificantly
belowbelow this scale 



In extra dimensional models, exchange of KK modesexchange of KK modes
can play similar role as Higgs:

In SM Higgs exchangewill cancel growing terms 
in amplitude



••Predicts sum rulesPredicts sum rulesamong masses and couplings:

For WW WW scattering (similar for WZ WZ)

•Predicts at least W’, Z’ below 1 TeV, with small
but non-negligible coupling to among gauge bosons



Concrete predictions for the LHCConcrete predictions for the LHC
(Birkedal, Matchev, Perelstein)

•WW scattering not that different from SM
•WZ scattering is very differentvery different (new peak!)

WW WW WZ    WZ



W’ production at the LHCW’ production at the LHC

•10 fb will probe model up to M   <550 GeV
•Need ~ 60 fb to probe all the way to 1 TeV

-1
W’

-1

(Birkedal, Matchev, Perelstein)



GaugeGauge--Higgs unificationHiggs unification (Manton ’79; Hosotani ’83;
Antoniadis, Benakli, Quiros;
C.C., Grojean, Murayama;
Scrucca, Serone, Silvestrini,…)••IdeaIdea: gauge field in 5D contains

additional fields:

•Higgs could be AA55

•In SUSY, chiral symmetries of fermion protect Higgs
mass, here 5D gauge symmetry 

•However, difficultdifficult to build a realisticrealistic model w/o tuning

••Warped spaceWarped space
••Flat spaceFlat space

Agashe, Contino, Pomarol

Cacciapaglia, C.C., Park; Serone, Panico, Wulzer

A simplified and more realistic implementation:



Little HiggsLittle Higgs

•Another way to protect scalar mass: Goldstone bosonsGoldstone bosons

Arkani-Hamed, Cohen, Katz, Nelson

Georgi, Kaplan

•A global symmetryglobal symmetry (broken at some scale f) forbids
large corrections to scalar mass

•Divergences cancelled by same spin partnerssame spin partners:

•Top loops via
heavy top partners

•Gauge loops via heavy
gauge boson partners



Predictions of Little Higgs modelsPredictions of Little Higgs models

••Same spinSame spinpartners around TeV scale 
••Definite relationDefinite relation among couplings, eg.: 

mmTT heavy top partner mass

ff symmetry breaking scale

λλtt top Yukawa coupling 

λλTT heavy top Yukawa

(Han, Logan, Wang)



But: simplest versions of Little Higgs give large large 
correctionscorrections to electroweak precision observables

Just like most others –little hierarchylittle hierarchy …
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Ways outWays out:

••TT--parityparity – forbids all dangerous
couplings

••CombineCombinewith supersymmetry
Cheng, Low



SuperSuper--little Higgslittle Higgs
Chankowski, Falkowski, Pokorski;
Schmaltz, Roy;
C.C.,Marandella, Shirman, Strumia

•Solves fine-tuning problem of supersymmetry by 
also making it a pseudomaking it a pseudo--GoldstoneGoldstoneboson 

mmsoftsoft scale of SUSY breaking  ~ few ~ few ·· 100 100 GeVGeV

f f scale of global symmetry breaking ~ few ~ few ·· TeVTeV

Both SUSY and (some) little Higgs partners visible at LHC

•If we take little hierarchy seriously:

•Not SUSY
•In addition to SUSY more particles should show up



SummarySummary
•LHC will probe mechanism of electroweak SB
•Hierarchy problem implies more than just Higgs should
appear
•Little hierarchy problem: why no indirect evidence yet?
•New directions to address EWSB, little hierarchy

••Extra dimensions (large, RS)Extra dimensions (large, RS)
••HiggslessHiggsless
••GaugeGauge--higgshiggsunificationunification
••Little HiggsLittle Higgs
••TT--parityparity
••SuperSuper--little…little…

••SupersymmetrySupersymmetry??

WILL HAVE WILL HAVE 
SOME IDEASOME IDEA
IN ~ 2IN ~ 2--4 YEARS!4 YEARS!


